Salmonella-Based Therapy Targeting Indoleamine 2,3-Dioxygenase Coupled with Enzymatic Depletion of Tumor Hyaluronan Induces Complete Regression of Aggressive Pancreatic Tumors
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Abstract

Bacterial-based therapies are emerging as effective cancer treatments and hold promise for refractory neoplasms, such as pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), which has not shown significant improvement in therapy for more than 25 years. Using a novel combination of shIDO-ST, a Salmonella-based therapy targeting the immunosuppressive molecule indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), with an enzyme, PEGPH20, which depletes extracellular matrix hyaluronan, we observed extended survival with frequent total regression of autochthonous and orthotopic PDAC tumors. This observation was associated with migration and accumulation of activated polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMN) from spleens into tumors, which was not seen using a scrambled control (shScr-ST). Purified splenic PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST-treated mice exhibited significant IDO knockdown and were able to kill tumor targets ex vivo through mechanisms involving FasL and serine proteases. In addition, CD8+ T cells were observed to contribute to late control of pancreatic tumors. Collectively, our data demonstrate that entry of shIDO-ST and PMNs into otherwise impermeable desmoplastic tumors is facilitated by PEGPH20-mediated HA removal, further highlighting an important component of effective treatment for PDAC. Cancer Immunol Res; 3(9): 1096–107. ©2015 AACR.

Introduction

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) has an extremely poor prognosis due to the lack of early detection methods and substantial desmoplasia within the tumor stroma that prevents efficient drug delivery (1, 2). Currently, the approved drug combination of gemcitabine and nanoparticle albumin-bound paclitaxel (NAB, Abraxane; Celgene) for advanced PDAC has been shown to improve patient survival compared with standard gemcitabine monotherapy, yet it only extends survival an additional 2 to 3 months (3). One new focus to overcome chemoresistance in PDAC includes pretreatment with agents that overcome aberrantly expressed components of the tumor stroma to significantly improve delivery of standard or novel therapeutics (4). For instance, the agent IPI-926 (5, 6) has recently been shown to inactivate the hedgehog protein Smoothened (Smo), resulting in decreased fibrosis and improved gemcitabine metabolism within PDAC tissue. Although no complete regression of tumors was observed, growth was significantly attenuated following combined treatment.

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a component of PDAC stroma expressed at extremely high levels in the extracellular matrix (ECM) that forms a biophysical barrier to drug delivery. A promising agent known as PEGPH20, PEGylated human recombinant PH20 hyaluronidase, depletes HA in the ECM of PDAC tissue, resulting in vascular decompression, enhanced drug delivery, and stromal remodeling (7–9). Unlike other agents that target the tumor microenvironment (TME), PEGPH20-mediated HA removal was shown to generate microfenestrations and increase interendothelial junctional gaps, which ultimately promotes even greater macromolecular permeability within the tumor tissue. Of note, while combination treatment using PEGPH20 with gemcitabine inhibited PDAC growth and significantly prolonged survival in the LSL-KrasG12D+/+; Trp53R172H+/+; Pdx1-Cre (KPC) genetically engineered mouse model of pancreatic cancer, no complete regression of tumors was observed (7, 9).

Because of the relatively low efficacy of chemotherapy and correspondingly high toxicity, novel strategies using immunotherapy for treatment of PDAC are becoming more accepted and showing great promise (10, 11). For example, the
combination of the GVAX Pancreas vaccine with the mesothelin-expressing *Listeria monocytogenes* (CRS-207) has been shown to extend survival in cyclophosphamide-pretreated patients who previously failed chemotherapeutic regimens (12). Although not yet tested specifically for PDAC, attenuated *Salmonella typhimurium* (ST) immunotherapy has been studied for decades for the treatment of solid tumors and has already been used in several clinical applications (10, 13, 14). Unlike experience with murine models, the use of ST alone in clinical trials of metastatic melanoma resulted in no significant changes in metastatic burden but did show evidence of tumor colonization, indicating that ST could serve as a tumor-specific delivery vector (15).

We have recently developed an immunotherapeutic agent known as shIDO-ST that has been shown to eradicate both tumor cells and associated stroma in a murine model of melanoma (16). Given the emerging success of bacterial-based therapies for treatment of solid tumors and the need for effective PDAC therapies, we tested the efficacy of shIDO-ST in combination with the HA-depleting agent PEGPH20 in orthotopic and autochthonous models of advanced pancreatic cancer (17). Our data suggest that simultaneously targeting tumor desmoplasia and immunosuppression significantly improves therapeutic delivery and enhances antitumor responses, ultimately resulting in greater control of PDAC.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals and cell lines**

C57BL/6 mice were obtained from breeding colonies housed at the City of Hope (COH) Animal Research Center and handled according to standard Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines. The KPC PDAC cell line was derived from a KPC mouse generated from crossing the LSL-Kras-G12D, LSL-p53-R172H, and Pdx-1-Cre mice (NCI, Frederick, MD). Mice were backcrossed ≥10 times to achieve a predominantly C57BL/6 background. The tumor line was generated by the outgrowth method with minimal manipulation and passaging and then stored in liquid nitrogen. The KPC line expressing luciferase (KPC-luc) was generated using lentiviral transduction (Invitrogen). KPC-luc cells prior to implantation into C57BL/6 mice were passed ≥2 times and maintained at ≤80% confluency in DMEM containing 10% FBS, 2 mmol/L L-glutamine and pen/strep.

**Orthotopic model and therapy**

Previously published methods (17) were used for orthotopic implantation of KPC-luc cells into the pancreas of C57BL/6 mice. Briefly, while the mice were anesthetized, a small incision was made in the skin and peritoneal lining and the pancreas externalized. Using a 27-gauge needle, approximately 5 × 10^5 KPC-luc cells in a volume of 50-μL PBS were injected into the body of the pancreas. Treatment of tumors occurred 13 to 14 days following orthotopic surgery, when tumors are 250 to 350 mm^3^.

**Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence staining of tissues**

For immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining of HA, tumors from treated mice were fixed in 10% acid-formalin (Fisher Scientific) with 70% ethanol (18). Tumors were then sectioned and stained for HA using a biotinylated hyaluronan binding protein (Sigma) and visualized with a DAB kit (Vectastain). For immunofluorescence (IF), tumors were immediately flash-frozen in optimal cutting temperature compound (Tissue-Tek) without prior fixation. Sections were fixed in cold acetone for 20 minutes, dried overnight, stained with primary antibody overnight at 4°C followed by incubation with fluorescently conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature. IHC and IF tissue sections were visualized using an Olympus AX70 microscope.

**Intravital imaging and PMN tracking**

Brieﬂy, mice were injected intraperitoneally with 300 μg of v-luciferin (Gold Biotechnology) 5 minutes before imaging KPC-luc tumors using a Xenogen IVIS 100. For polymorphonuclear neutrophil (PMN) tracking, a neutrophil-speciﬁc, near-infrared (NS-NIR) reagent (KeraFAST) was used (19). Briefly, treated mice were injected intravenously with 50 μL of a 20-μmol/L working solution of NS-NIR. NS-NIR is a Cy7-labeled peptide, cFLFLFK-PEG<sub>76</sub>-Cy7, specific for the formyl peptide receptor on PMNs (20). Mice were then imaged 45 minutes after NS-NIR injection using a Xenogen IVIS 100 or a Spectral Ami-X (Spectral Instruments Imaging) imager. Simultaneous imaging of tumors and PMNs was accomplished by injection of v-luciferin 5 minutes prior to imaging mice for detection of NS-NIR signal.

**Cytotoxicity and inhibition assays**

Cytotoxicity against KPC-luc cells using crude splenocytes or puriﬁed splenic PMNs from treated mice was determined with a standard 51Cr release assay (CARA) at different E:T ratios. Briefly, effector use in the assay were derived from spleens of mice bearing KPC-luc tumors that had been treated with combinations of PBS, PEGPH20, shScr-ST, and shIDO-ST. Mice were sacriﬁced 96 hours after ST treatment and crude splenocytes or puriﬁed PMNs were coincubated with chromium-labeled KPC-luc targets (in triplicate) overnight (~16 hours). Parallel experiments were also done using culture supernatants from PMNs (16-hour cultures) or using 24-well Transwell plates in which PMNs are held in 0.3-μm Transwell baskets with 51Cr-loaded tumor targets located at the bottom of the well. Radioactivity released into the supernatant was measured using a Cobra Quantum gamma counter (PerkinElmer). For inhibition experiments, puriﬁed PMNs from PBS-, PEGPH20/shScr-ST-, or PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice were used in CARA with targets as described above. Inhibitory agents to block PMN-specific production of ROS, NETs, FasL, and azurophilic proteases were added to the media to determine contribution to tumor target killing (21–24).

**Results**

**Combination of ShIDO-ST and PEGPH20 controls orthotopic KPC-luc growth**

To determine the efficacy of PEGPH20 with shIDO-ST (PEGPH20/shIDO-ST) in the orthotopic KPC-luc model...
pancreatic tissue is still present after treatment with PEGPH20, did not require pancreatic enzyme supplementation as normal C57BL/6 mice orthotopically transplanted with KPC tumors is entirely composed of tumor cells. In contrast, normal was required because of extensive ablation of the pancreas that shIDO-ST we also found that in order to extend survival in PEGPH20/shido-ST treatment in KPC-Brca1 mice, we observed similar aggressive disease progression (26). Following PEGPH20/shido-ST treatment in KPC-Brca1 model, which is characterized by a more consistent and autochthonous setting, we implemented the use of the KPC–Brca1 xenograft model –250 mm^3) were treated with combinations of PEGPH20, shIDO-ST, control scrambled ST (shScr-ST), gemcitabine and NAB (Supplementary Fig. S2A; ref. 7, 25). Monotherapy with shIDO-ST, shScr-ST, NAB, gemcitabine, and combination treatments with PEGPH20/shScr-ST, PEGPH20/GEM, NAB/GEM, or PEGPH20/NAB/GEM resulted in no significant reduction in tumor growth or extension of survival (Fig. 1A and B and Supplementary Fig. S2B). Premature euthanization of treatment groups was predominantly due to extensive tumor progression and associated illness. The inability of PEGPH20/GEM and NAB/GEM to cause durable complete remission of tumors is consistent with what has been previously reported in genetically engineered mouse models of PDAC (7, 25). However, the inability of these treatments to extend survival may be due to the aggressiveness of tumors generated through direct pancreatic implantation of cells that are derived from late-stage KPC neoplasms (17). These data suggest that the KPC-luc orthotopic model is equally rigorous or more rigorous than current autochthonous models and serves as a reasonable assessment for therapeutic efficacy.

In contrast, mice treated with the combination of PEGPH20/shido-ST showed a significant decrease in tumor burden with 100% of mice responding and approximately 30% to 60% of mice with no discernible evidence of tumors 2 weeks after treatment and extending to 8 weeks following tumor implantation (Fig. 1A and B and Supplementary Fig. S3; \( P < 0.01 \), ANOVA). Supportive care of animals was not required following treatment, and normal body weight maintenance was observed (Fig. 1C). Pathology in livers from mice treated with PEGPH20/shido-ST or PEGPH20/shScr-ST shows portal and parenchymal inflammation with occasional foci of coagulative necrosis (Supplementary Fig. S4) with minimal inflammatory changes within kidney and pancreas, which has been previously observed using VNP20009 (15). Overall size and weight of pancreata from PEGPH20/shido-ST–treated mice were not significantly different from that of normal, unmanipulated pancreata. In contrast to shido-ST–alone or PEGPH20/shScr-ST treatment, these findings suggest that the combined effects of PEGPH20, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) targeting, and ST are key for the efficacy of PEGPH20/shido-ST therapy.

**PEGPH20/shido-ST decreases tumor burden in an autochthonous KCp model**

To determine the efficacy of PEGPH20/shido-ST in an autochthonous setting, we implemented the use of the KPC–Brca1 model, which is characterized by a more consistent and aggressive disease progression (26). Following PEGPH20/shido-ST treatment in KPC–Brca1 mice, we observed similar decreases in tumor burden and extension of survival found in the orthotopic model (\( P < 0.0001 \); Fig. 1D and E). Interestingly, we also found that in order to extend survival in PEGPH20/shido-ST–treated mice, pancreatic enzyme supplementation was required because of extensive ablation of the pancreas that is entirely composed of tumor cells. In contrast, normal C57Bl/6 mice orthotopically transplanted with KPC tumors did not require pancreatic enzyme supplementation as normal pancreatic tissue is still present after treatment with PEGPH20/shido-ST. Tumor growth and survival in mice treated with PEGPH20/shScr-ST, plus pancreatic enzyme supplement, were not significantly different from untreated KPC–Brca1 mice (data not shown; ref. 26). These results confirm that PEGPH20/shido-ST treatment is effective in an aggressive autochthonous tumor setting and supports initial observations in the orthotopic model.

**PEGPH20 decompresses intratumoral vessels and facilitates ST tumor entry**

Previous studies using PEGPH20 in KPC mice have shown significant depletion of HA in the ECM of solid tumors, leading to increased vascularity and more efficient delivery of chemotherapy (7). Similarly, we observed significant colonization of orthotopic KCp tumors by shIDO-ST only with PEGPH20 pretreatment (Supplementary Fig. S5A). Greater colonization of tumors was seen with Gr-1 depletion, reemphasizing the role of PMNs in clearance of shIDO-ST in tumor tissue (Supplementary Fig. S5B; ref. 16). To assess the contribution of PEGPH20 in combination treatments, IHC and IF assays were performed on tumor tissues from PEGPH20-treated and untreated mice to evaluate HA depletion and vasculature. As shown in Fig. 2A, tumors from PEGPH20-treated mice were observed to be almost entirely devoid of HA 48 hours after treatment compared with tumors of untreated mice. We confirmed the specificity of HA staining through depletion of HA in tumor sections treated with hyaluronidase or PEGPH20 (Supplementary Fig. S6). Thus, PEGPH20 effectively depletes HA in orthotopic PDAC tumors, which may significantly decrease tumor interstitial pressure.

To investigate whether PEGPH20 treatment leads to dilation of intratumoral vessels, sections from PEGPH20-treated and untreated tumors were stained for the endothelial marker CD31. Indeed, mice treated with PEGPH20 were observed to have a greater frequency of open intratumoral vessels compared with untreated control (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, although the mean luminal vessel area in PEGPH20-treated mice was found to be significantly increased (\( P < 0.01 \), Student \( t \) test; Fig. 2C), we did not observe statistically significant increases in intratumoral vessel density (Fig. 2D), suggesting that any increase in tumor perfusion is likely due to the decompression of preexisting vessels, which is consistent with previous observations (9).

**Significant influx of PMNs and ST into orthotopic KCp tumors using PEGPH20/shido-ST**

Previous studies in our laboratory using shido-ST treatment in an aggressive B16F10 melanoma model revealed a large intratumoral influx of PMNs (16). To evaluate the involvement of PMNs in KCp–luc tumor regression using PEGPH20/shido-ST, we first studied the extent of PMN migration toward orthotopic tumors following treatment. Using a neutrophil-specific near infrared (NS-NIR) imaging peptide, which binds the formyl peptide receptor on PMNs and can be detected by Intravital imaging IVIS (19, 20), we found that PMNs in an untreated, tumor-free mouse are predominantly localized to the spleen (Supplementary Fig. S7A). This is consistent with findings showing that PMN reside in the spleen as part of a large phagocyte system (27). Following treatment with shido-ST or shScr-ST alone, we observed that PMNs remained primarily in the spleens 24 to 72 hours after
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Figure 1.
PEGPH20/shIDO-ST controls KPC tumor growth. A, C57BL/6 mice were orthotopically implanted with $5 \times 10^5$ KPC-luc cells on day 0 (numbers above images represent days after implantation). Groups ($n=3$) were treated with indicated agents starting on day 14 and were imaged weekly by IVIS (heatmap, false color) in the same order, until endpoint. Groups receiving combination treatments with PEGPH20 were given PEGPH20 on day 13. All images and data are representative of at least two separate experiments using identical treatment regimens. B, quantification of IVIS imaging using Living Image software. C, mouse weights for orthotopically transplanted groups were measured prior to IVIS imaging to determine any changes in weight following administration of indicated treatments. D, survival curve of KPC-Brca1 mice treated with either PEGPH20/shIDO-ST or PEGPH20/shScr-ST at 7 to 8 weeks of age when palpable tumors are readily detected (approximately $600-800 \text{ mm}^3$). Treatment dose and schedule mirror those found in Supplementary Fig. S2A. E, autochthonous tumors excised from female and male KPC-Brca1 mice given indicated treatments. Normal pancreas indicates a litter mate negative for Pdx1-Cre recombinase (Cre–). Tumors were excised 2 weeks following initiation of treatment. ***, $P<0.001$, Log-rank test.
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treatment, and we did not observe any statistically significant recruitment into tumors (Supplementary Fig. S7B). However, noticeable increases in NS-NIR intensity could be observed in the spleens following shIDO-ST treatment, suggesting an activation of PMNs likely induced by the presence of shIDO-ST.

In contrast, combination treatment with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST, but not PEGPH20/shScr-ST, resulted in dramatic PMN tumor migration detected as early as 48 hours, with considerable tumor infiltration by 72 hours (Fig. 3A and Supplementary Fig. S7C). Coincident with PMN tumor infiltration at 48 and 72 hours, we also observed noticeable regression of KPC-luc tumors. When tumors were removed from mice 96 hours after treatment and examined for the presence of PMNs using NS-NIR as a tracking agent injected

Figure 2. PEGPH20 depletes HA and decompresses intratumoral vessels. A, orthotopic tumors from untreated mice or mice treated with PEGPH20 on day 14 after implantation were extracted, sectioned, and stained using biotin-labeled HA-binding protein (HABP). DAB staining (brown) reveals HA deposits with counterstained nuclei (purple) using hematoxylin. Images are representative of at least two separate experiments using identical treatment regimens. B, sections of tumors from PEGPH20-treated and untreated mice were stained using a CD31 antibody and an FITC-conjugated secondary to detect vessels (green). DAPI staining was also performed to detect intact nuclei (blue). Closed vessels appear compressed, while open vessels are more ellipsoidal in shape. Images are representative of multiple tumor tissues treated with PEGPH20 or left untreated. Scale bars, 25 μm. C, mean vessel areas (μm²) observed in tumor sections of mice treated with or without PEGPH20. Vessel area (n = 5) was collected from tumor sections of multiple mice (n = 3). D, mean vessel density observed in tumor sections of mice treated with or without PEGPH20. **, P < 0.01, Student t test; n.s., not statistically significant. Vessel density was measured from five random fields of multiple mice (n = 3).
Figure 3.
Greater influx of PMNs and ST using PEGPH20/shIDO-ST. A, mice treated with PEGPH20, PEGPH20/shScr-ST, or PEGPH20/shIDO-ST were imaged at indicated time points following start of ST treatment. For each time point, mice were first injected with NS-NIR imaging agent specific to PMNs followed by injection with α-luciferin. Images are representative of at least two separate experiments using identical treatment regimens. B, sections of tumors from mice treated with ST alone, PEGPH20/shScr-ST, or PEGPH20/shIDO-ST were stained for detection of ST, PMNs, and intact nuclei. ST alone represents mice treated with either shScr-ST or shIDO-ST. Scale bar, 1 mm. C, areas of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated tumors were magnified (×100) to visualize colocalization of ST and PMNs in PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated tumors. Scale bar, 5 μm. D, sections of tumor from indicated treatment groups were stained for activated (cleaved) CC3, PMNs, and intact nuclei. Scale bar, 1 mm.
into mice before biopsy, we observed significant accumulation of PMNs, specifically within the tumors of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice as opposed to those of PEGPH20/shScr-ST–treated mice (Supplementary Fig. S8), providing further evidence that PMNs are indeed infiltrating into the tumor mass. Collectively, these data suggest that PEGPH20, prior to shIDO-ST treatment, enhances permeability of tumors through dilation of intratumoral vessels to facilitate the entry of PMNs.

Following PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment, it is hypothesized that significant shIDO-ST accumulation within tumor masses results in rapid and extensive movement of PMNs from the spleen into ST-colonized pancreatic tumors. We first examined tumors of treated mice for the presence cytokines involved in PMN recruitment. Indeed, quantitative PCR analysis of mRNA extracted from multiple tumors of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice revealed a significant upregulation of chemokines and cytokines that included IL8 and MIP1α (Supplementary Fig. S9A). We also evaluated expression of the adhesion molecule ICAM-1 by IF and found comparable ICAM-1 distribution in treated versus untreated groups (Supplementary Fig. S9B). However, ICAM-1 was occasionally upregulated at the leading edges of PMN infiltration, which has been observed previously (28). We next assessed the extent and localization of intratumoral ST and PMNs by sectioning tumors from treated mice and performed IF staining using antibodies specific to ST and PMN. In mice given shScr-ST or shIDO-ST–alone (ST–alone), we found no evidence of ST colonization by PMNs (Fig. 3B), the localization of which is consistent with previous tracking experiments (Supplementary Fig. S7B). However, mice treated with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST showed significant influx of both shIDO-ST and PMNs primarily within the tumor core and, in some cases, on the outer perimeter of the tumor mass. These same observations were apparent in autochthonous tumors from KPC mice treated with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST (Supplementary Fig. S10). Under greater magnification, we observed colocalization of shIDO-ST and PMNs, suggesting phagocytosis of ST had occurred (Fig. 3C). Mice treated with PEGPH20/shScr-ST also showed ST and PMN infiltration, however, not to the extent observed with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment. Furthermore, PMN staining was observed to be centrally localized early during treatment with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST without any significant intermixing with tumor cells (Supplementary Fig. S11A and S11B).

Most interestingly, we observed DAPI–negative cells surrounded by PMNs present within the center of tumor masses of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice, suggesting extensive tumor cell death caused by cytotoxic effects of infiltrating PMNs. To determine the extent of tumor killing by PMNs in treated tumors, we proceeded to stain for cleaved caspase-3 (CC3). In tumors of mice treated with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST (Fig. 3D), CC3 can be observed radiating outward from the perimeter of PMNs located immediately adjacent to DAPI–negative cells. Further analyses using Western blot confirmed significant amounts of CC3 only in tumors of mice treated with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST compared with that in mice treated with PEGPH20/shScr-ST, suggesting a potential to induce apoptosis of tumor cells through oxidative stress. We then investigated the expression of FasL in splenic PMNs isolated from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice. Western blot analysis revealed upregulation of FasL in purified PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice when compared with PEGPH20/shScr-ST–treated mice; suggesting that these PMNs have the potential to induce tumor cell apoptosis through Fas-FasL signaling (Fig. 4C). We then evaluated levels of the serine proteases neutrophil elastase (NE) and cathepsin G (CG) in PMNs because they are a common defense against bacterial infection for clearance of intracellular and extracellular microorganisms. We observed elevated levels of these proteases in PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice compared with PEGPH20/shScr-ST–treated mice. Additional IF analyses in tumor sections of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice confirmed the colocalization of FasL, CG, and NE with Gr-1+ PMNs (Fig. 4D), suggesting that the activated PMN phenotype in spleens is retained after migrating into tumor tissue. FasL staining was localized more to the surface of PMNs, representing increased expression of transmembrane bound forms (31), whereas CG and NE were more diffuse, representing cytoplasmic localization or secretion of azurophilic granules (32). Taken together, these results demonstrate that PMNs observed in spleens or tumors of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice are highly active in generating effector molecules that can contribute to tumor clearance.

**IDO knockdown in PMN, following shIDO-ST/PEGPH20 treatment, is associated with an activated antitumor (N1) polarized phenotype**

PMN antitumor (N1-polarized) characteristics include enhanced production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), Fas-ligand–associated apoptosis, and immune recruitment and activation through production of chemokines and cytokines. Interestingly, the expression of IDO and downstream byproducts are known to reduce these processes and ultimately induce apoptosis in PMNs (29). The unique construction of shIDO-ST potentially allows for both IDO targeting and to act as a stimulus for PMN activation. In order to characterize the activation state of PMNs being recruited into the tumor, we isolated splenic PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice for phenotypic and functional analyses. Because our prior tracking experiments suggested that tumor-infiltrating PMNs originated from the spleen, we sought to determine whether these PMNs were primed and capable of tumor killing. Purification of splenic PMNs by negative selection using magnetic bead separation yielded populations of PMNs that were 85% to 95% pure as determined by FACS (Supplementary Fig. S13A). Splenic PMNs isolated 72 hours after PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment were observed to have a statistically significant IDO knockdown compared with PEGPH20/shScr-ST–treated mice by quantitative RT-PCR (Fig. 4A).

To evaluate the activation state of isolated PMNs, we assessed intracellular ROS production by flow cytometric analysis using 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA; ref. 30). As shown in Fig. 4B, a significant amount of the ROS-cleaved product (DCF) is produced by PMNs in mice treated with PEGPH20/shIDO-ST compared with that in mice treated with PEGPH20/shScr-ST, suggesting a potential to induce apoptosis of tumor cells through oxidative stress. We then investigated the expression of FasL in splenic PMNs isolated from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice. Western blot analysis revealed upregulation of FasL in purified PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice when compared with PEGPH20/shScr-ST–treated mice; suggesting that these PMNs have the potential to induce tumor cell apoptosis through Fas-FasL signaling (Fig. 4C).
Killing by PMN in PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice involves FasL and azurophilic proteases

Previously, we have shown that depletion of PMNs was sufficient to completely abrogate shIDO-ST function, whereas adaptive immune depletion had no significant effect on efficacy (16). Similarly, in this study, upon depletion of PMNs prior to PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment, we also observed complete abrogation of tumor growth control (Fig. 5A and Supplementary Figs. S13B and S14; **P < 0.01, Student t test), suggesting that PMNs are also essential mediators of anti-PDAC activity. Depletion of adaptive immune subsets did not significantly alter response rate to PEGPH20/shIDO-ST; however, CD8+ T-cell depletion did increase late tumor rebound rate (Supplementary Fig. S14B), suggesting that CD8+ T cells may play a role in late control of KPC tumors. We further tested the ability of purified splenic PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice to kill KPC tumor targets using 51Cr killing assays. Target cells were either incubated directly with crude splenocytes or isolated splenic PMNs, or indirectly through the use of 16-hour culture media or Transwell (33). Interestingly, purified PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST– or shIDO-ST–treated mice were sufficient to cause significant lysis of KPC target cells at an E:T ratio of 100:1 (Fig. 5B and Supplementary Fig. S15A), which was comparable with crude splenic preparations, suggesting that the bulk of tumor killing in crude preparations is mediated by PMNs. Significant tumor cell lysis only at high E:T ratios using purified PMNs also suggests that other factors in the serum or TME, such as complement or inflammatory cytokines, may be required to induce greater killing at lower E:T ratios. We also observed significantly reduced lysis of the 4T1 breast cancer cell line at an E:T of 100:1, but not of the B16F10 melanoma cell line, suggesting variable cross-reactivity of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–generated PMNs (Supplementary Fig. S15B and S15C). Culture media and Transwell experiments using splenocytes or PMNs.
from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice resulted in approximately 30% to 35% killing of targets (P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA), suggesting that soluble factors produced by PMNs also contribute to tumor killing.

Isolated PMNs were shown to kill tumor targets either when directly coincubated or when using culture supernatant or Transwell. Potential tumor-killing functions of PMNs can involve apoptotic-inducing processes such as the generation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NET), ROS, azurophilic proteases, and FasL. To test for these processes, we conducted in vitro inhibition assays under two conditions using (i) purified splenic PMNs (Fig. 5C), or (ii) 16-hour culture media of purified splenic PMNs (Fig. 5D) from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice to determine which mechanisms might be crucial for effective tumor-cell killing. In the case of NETs, previous studies have shown that histones contained within chromatin structures activate through Toll-like receptors (TLR) to induce apoptosis of cells (34). In this case, heparin and PSA, which act to neutralize apoptotic function of histones (23), were unable to counteract tumor killing by PMNs under both conditions.

DNase 1 also had no effect, suggesting that extracellular chromatin itself does not contribute to tumor cell death.

We previously observed increased intracellular ROS production in PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice (Fig. 4C) and therefore sought to determine its role in tumor killing. Using the most common effective scavengers of ROS (catalase, thiourea, and DMSO), we were unable to block killing of tumor cells in vitro (Fig. 5C), suggesting that ROS is not sufficiently released in high enough concentrations or is ineffective for specifically killing PDAC tumor cells. Next, we sought to determine the role of serine proteases in tumor cell killing, which were previously observed to be elevated in PMNs (Fig. 4D). We tested protease inhibitors known to block NE, CG, and PR3, which included Sivelestat (S), chymostatin (C), and PMSF (P; ref. 24). Sivelestat and chymostatin significantly inhibited killing under both conditions (10%–15% inhibition, P < 0.01) compared with PBS control, whereas PMSF provided far less inhibition (Fig. 5C and D). Furthermore, combined inhibitors (S + C + P) increased inhibition up to 15% to 20%, (not statistically significant). The inability of the combined protease

Figure 5. PEGPH20/shIDO-ST mechanism of tumor control through PMN is primarily dependent on FasL and azurophilic proteases. A, tumor-bearing mice (n = 3) were treated with Gr−1-depleting antibody (60 μg/injection), or isotype control, on day 12 after tumor implantation with maintenance depletions every 5 days. Mice were then given PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment following the normal dose and schedule. Images are representative of at least two separate experiments using identical treatment regimens. B, splenocytes or purified PMNs from treated mouse groups were used in a 51Cr cytotoxicity assay. Targets were coincubated directly with effectors, 16-hour culture supernatants, or indirectly with effectors. Percentage lysis within each condition was compared to shScr-ST–treated group by one-way ANOVA analysis. C, inhibitors of NET, ROS, protease, or FasL–mediated cell apoptosis were coincubated with targets and purified PMNs from PEGPH20/shIDO-ST–treated mice. All inhibitors were compared with PBS control or IgG for α-FasL, for one-way ANOVA analysis. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01.
inhibitors to act additively may reflect broad specificity with overlapping functions.

To evaluate the role of FasL, we coincubated effector PMNs with an anti-FasL blocking antibody (21) prior to incubating with targets. As shown in Fig. 5C, statistically significant (35%–40%) inhibition of killing was observed compared with IgG control (P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA) under conditions in which PMNs were directly coincubated with target cells. When antibody against soluble Fasl (sFasl) was included in the culture media of PMNs, no significant inhibition of tumor killing was observed (Fig. 5D), suggesting that it does not contribute to KPC tumor cell apoptosis (35). Results from these studies indicate that other mechanisms may act synergistically with FasL/Fasl to account for the total antitumor effect of PEGPH20/shIDO-ST. Collectively, these data suggest that PMNs induced by PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment are highly activated and induce tumor apoptosis through pathways involving serine proteases and membrane-associated FasL.

**Discussion**

Despite advancements in the generation of effective stromal-targeting agents, combinatorial strategies are still limited by the use of ineffective therapies that are hampered by poor solubility, toxic side effects, and limited antitumor potential (36). For example, gemcitabine, which is standard of care for PDAC, has a short in vivo half-life that significantly reduces its effectiveness (37). Currently, trials using nab-paclitaxel (NAB) with gemcitabine in patients with PDAC have shown median survival rates comparable with that of the more toxic FOLFIRINOX treatment (38). Although not yet tested specifically for PDAC, antibody therapies specific to the cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed death protein 1 (PD-1) have already shown great benefit toward tumor regression and survival in other solid tumor models (39). From these studies, it is apparent that strategies to address immunosuppression and tumor specificity are actively being pursued. However, in the case of PDAC, an optimal treatment regimen will likely require the additional use of stromal-targeting agents to overcome desmoplasia and allow for optimal drug delivery.

Although we show that splenic PMNs migrate into PDAC tumors and kill tumor targets ex vivo, the detailed mechanisms to explain PMN migration are unknown. Movement of PMNs into tumors is likely influenced by transient circulation of ST through the extensive phagocyte system of the spleen, where it initially encounters and activates PMNs, which then migrate into tumor tissues, where we and others have observed persistent ST colonization (Fig. 3B; ref. 40). Induction of inflammatory cytokines as a result of ST tumor colonization (Supplementary Fig. S9A) acts as the necessary driver for PMN recruitment. In addition, the hypoxic centers of tumors provide an environment conducive for ST colonization and may explain the intratumoral staining pattern of shIDO-ST, PMN, and activated CC3, which originates centrally and radiates outward (41). The molecular mechanisms induced by shIDO-ST to trigger PMN migration could mirror those found in previous studies of sepsis that have revealed intravascular gradients of chemoattractants guiding PMNs precisely into infected areas (42). Specifically, bacterial antigens or damage-associated molecular pattern molecules within necrotic tissues resulted in the production of CXC-chemokines and endothelial adhesion molecules, such as ICAM-1 (Supplementary Fig. S9B), which facilitate PMN migration. In addition, recruitment could be augmented by the presence of intratumoral HA fragments produced by PEGPH20, which are known to act as stimuli for inflammatory mediators (43). Thus, determining the cascade of molecular events that contributes to the observed PMN migration pattern may guide additional strategies to encourage more comprehensive infiltration and clearance of tumor tissue.

The dramatic differences in tumor regression, PMN activation, and ST infiltration observed between shIDO-ST and shScr-ST treatments suggests that IDO-silencing may inadvertently augment PMN cytotoxicity, which may contribute to the variation in treatment efficacy (26, 47). Thus, IDO-silencing may inadvertently augment PMN antitumor effects by allowing ST to replicate and persist in PDAC tissue. In support of this hypothesis, we have previously observed significantly increased intratumoral ST colonization in mice treated with shIDO-ST, which was not seen using shScr-ST (16).

PEGPH20 combined with chemotherapy has shown efficacy in autochthonous KPC models to extend survival (7, 9). It has also been shown to be active in xenografts as a monotherapy (8), but was inactive alone in our orthotopic tumors. Presumably, the differences in the models, such as tumor stage, stromal composition, and immune infiltration, may contribute to the variation in treatment efficiency (26, 47). In the orthotopic model, because implanted tumor cells originated from KPC mice with advanced metastatic PDAC, tumors are primarily composed of rapidly dividing tumor cells that have accrued numerous mutations and may already be prone to chemoresistance. Gemcitabine resistance in advanced metastatic PDAC has been associated with an epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) phenotype and upregulated HIF1α and pERK expression (48). Additional studies to evaluate the extent of chemoresistance and the genetic basis in orthotopic KPC tumors could help explain the inability of PEGPH20/GEM and NAB/GEM to extend survival in our model (7, 25). Interestingly, ongoing studies using PEGPH20/shIDO-ST treatment in the autochthonous KPC model already show promising results (Fig. 1D and E) and suggest that PEGPH20/shIDO-ST is broadly efficacious even in stringent spontaneous PDAC models. The use of defined agents, such as HA-depleting PEGPH20 and shIDO-ST, with continued success in preclinical...
autochthonous and xenograft models, should support further clinical development.
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